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I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a hyperbolic differential operator in vz + 1 real variables 
(XI ,...I JJ,n > t) = (x, t) given b> 
6 1. = Ek- A m m ) 
where 
k is a complex parameter with Re(K) >/ 0, and c(t) is a complex-valued 
function belonging to L1[O, b], b > 0. The class of singular Cauchy problems 
considered herein is 
f&,“[u] = 0, (1.1) 
u = +r, i’,u = 0 for t = 0, (1.2) 
where, in the most general circumstances considered, 4, is a given distribution 
(over the x variables). We seek a distributional solution of (1 .I)-(1.2) defined 
as a distribution (over x only) which depends parametrically on t (denoted 
by us(t)) such that u%(t) is once continuously differentiable with respect to t 
on [0, 61 and satisfies (1.2); further, u%(t) is twice differentiable with respect 
to t a.e. on [0, b] and satisfies (1.1) a.e. on [0, b]. In the present paper, we 
mean by distribution an element of the space 9’ (or Y’) defined by L. 
Schwartz [18]. Since we are dealing with B’, continuity and differentiation 
with respect to the parameter t can be considered in the weak sense (c.f., 
[4, pp. 28-361). We will also consider a classical formulation of the problem 
* This research was supported by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Task No. IR-30. 
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(l.l)-( I .2). In this case, &. in (I .2) is replaced h\ +(s), a suficientlv smooth 
function of x. A classical solution C$ (I. I)-~(I.2j is then a function u(.Y, t) 
which is continuously differentiable on the strip ,S ~: R”’ [0, h] with 
u(x, 0) = C(T) and i‘,u(s, 0) 0. .1Ioreovcr, u(.Y, /) has continuous secmd- 
order derivatives on S with the exception of i t% which for almost all t :: [O, h] 
exists for all x and U(X, f) satisfies (1. I) where i’,% esists. 
A few remarks concerning notation arc in ol-der here. To distinguish 
between distributions and functions, we shall use z,,. to denote a distribution 
(over X) and C(X) to denote a function of X. Thus c,,(t) denotes a distribution 
(over X) with parameter t. The only exceptions to this are certain standard 
notations for well-known distributions; c.g., the delta distribution will be 
denoted by 6(s). Both classical partial difFcrentiation and differentiation in 
the sense of distributions are denoted by i,, and 2, . The correct interpretation 
of these symbols is then obtained from the coniext in which they are used. 
Operators of the type 8?“,,” have appeared in connection with Huygens’ 
principle for the self-adjoint operators 
Lagnese and Stellmacher [15] and Lagnese [13] have characterized all the 
H uygens’ operator9 of the form 9, with r(t) analytic in some interval. 
Further results of Lagnese [14] indicate that with the exception of the 
ordinary wave operator (i.e., c(t) = 0) every Huygens’ operator of the above 
type has coefficient c(t) with at least one singular point t, at which 
42 - a) c(t) ~- --___- 
4(t - t,)’ + c,(f), (1.3) 
where a: is a positive real number and co(t) is analytic at t = t, a. With 
c(t) in Zm given by (l.3), the change of dependent variable z(x, t) = 
(t - t,Jai2 U(X, t) and the translation I - t, - t transforms Yrfi[n] -= 0 into 
&,“[u] = 0 with c(t) mz q,(t $ t,,). Transformations of this type leave 
invariant the Huygens’ property of the operator; c.f., [15]. Thus for each 
Huygens’ operator of the form gn there corresponds at least one operator 
CJf the form &“’ with the same Huygens’ property in regions where there 
1 9, is a Huygens’ operator in a region LJ if every proper Cauchy problem in D 
has a solution which is of pure wave type (in the sense of “Huygens’ minor premise”; 
see p. 54 of [12]); i.e., the solution at (x, t) E 52 depends only on the Cauchy data on 
the intersection of the space-like initial manifold and the surface of the characteristic 
conoid with vertex at (x, t). Other equivalent definitions have been used; e.g., see [ 151. 
2 This observation, not specifically stated in [14], was pointed out to the author 
by K. Stellmacher in a private communication. 
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are no singularities. The results of [15] and [13] specifically exclude the 
problem (l.l)-(1.2). 
Of particular interest in the present paper is Huygens’ principle for the 
singular Cauchy problem (l.l)-( 1.2). This is the property of the operator gm’,” 
which insures that classical solutions of (I. 1)-( 1.2) will be of the pure wave 
type in the sense of “Huygens’ minor premise” (cf., footnote 1). The 
classical equation of the type (I .I) is the Euler-Poisson-Darboux (EPD) 
equation to which (1.1) reduces when c(t) = 0. Weinstein [22] has shown 
that the singular Cauchy problem for the EPD equation has Huygens’ 
principle if and only if m - K is an odd positive integer. Thus the class 
of operators of the form &ntk with Huygens’ principle for the singular Cauchy 
problem is not void. Huygens’ principle for singular Cauchy problems 
associated with generalizations of the EPD equation have been considered 
by Fox [9] and Giinther [I I]. These authors consider equations corresponding 
to (1 .I) with c(t) = 0 and the Laplacian replaced by more general elliptic 
operators with coefficients dependent on x only. These problems therefore 
do not contain nor are they contained in the present problem. 
Existence and uniqueness of both distributional and classical solutions are 
known for even more general problems then (1. I)-( 1.2). Baranovskii [l], 
using techniques based on energy estimates, obtains existence and uniqueness 
for classical solutions. For distributional solutions, Carroll [2, 31, using 
Fourier techniques, obtains existence and uniqueness and shows that the 
singular Cauchy problem is well posed with respect to +s. Various other 
classical and generalized solutions have been considered; see Carroll [3] 
and its references, Lions [16], and Fusaro [8]. Since, in these works, 
existence and uniqueness are of primary interest, the analyses are not 
sufficiently explicit to exhibit certain properties of the solution; in particular, 
they are not suited for a study of Huygens’ principle. 
In the present paper, distributional and classical solutions of (l.l)-(1.2) 
are considered simultaneously. This is achieved by the introduction of an 
elementary solution for tlze singular Cauchy problem R,(t) defined as a distribu- 
tional solution of (I. I)-( 1.2) with $c = 6(s). We will find that R,(t) has 
compact support for each t E [0, b] and the distributional solution of (l.l)- 
(1.2) is then given by R,(t) * +t . The formal construction of R,(t) is by 
Fourier techniques following Carroll (viz., Sec. 8 of [3]); however, the 
present analysis deviates from Carroll’s in that a relationship between R,(t) 
and classical solutions is utilized to obtain certain explicit properties of 
R,(t) (see Theorems 2 and 3, Sec. 2). These properties are used to obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions for Huygens’ principle for the problem 
(1. I)-( 1.2) (see Sec. 3). Some examples of 4,: with Huygens’ principle are 
explicitly obtained (see Sec. 4); however, we make no attempt to obtain 
explicitly all such operators in this paper. 
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Observe that throughout this paper we consider onl!; lie(k) 0. Ii‘c make 
this restriction because for Re(k) 0 the problem (I. I)-( I .2) is known not to 
possess unique solutions.” c.niqrlenrss for classical Rolutians for Re(/z) 0 
can be established using cncrgy incqualitics. Because such an inequalit!. will 
be of important use herein, we briefly sketch here its dcriv-ation. 
Suppose that U(S, T) is a classical solution of (I .I)-(1 2) in the strip .Y. 
We then have 
7 2Re(k)f- r : 3,~ 1 * -( 2Re{c(t)u 8,~) = 0 (1.4) 
a.e. on S. Consider an arbitrary point (x0, to) t S and let C(x”, t,,) denote tire 
set {(x, t) : t ,< to , (f --~ f,)’ -- xy (x, - x,O)~ I 0) which is the retrograde 
characteristic cone with vcrtcs at (9, to). Integrate (1.4) over a domain 
defined by C(x*, to) between two hyperplanes t -- f ,  and I -: t, , where 
0 < tl < t, < f, and apply the divergence theorem to the integral of the 
bracketed term in (I .4). I f  we denote the intersection of C(x”, to) and the 
plane t = T by S(T), the conical surface of C(x”, to) between the planes f f, 
and t = t, by S,, , and the unit outward normal to S,, by (ni ,... 
the result can be written a:: 
e,(t,) + e,(f,) - e,(f,) ~~ e,(t,j -c~ 2Re(k) I:’ t-‘e,(t) dt 
I 
n,,, 7 n,!, 
ds 
where 
Since n, > 0 and nf2 - x1 n,p = 0 on S,, , it follows that the integral over 
S,, in (1.5) is nonnegative as is the integral It t-‘e,(t) df. 
We also have that 
3 Consider the following counterexample due to Weinstein [22]: ZI(S, t) = t’~ k 
satisfies the EPD equation and, further, for Re(k) i 0 u(x, 0) = 3+(x, 0) = 0. 
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Therefore, if Re(k) > 0, we obtain from (1.5) the inequality 
e,(h) + e,(b) 5.: el(tl) -t e,(h) -:- 1:: i c(t)1 [edt) + e&)1 dt (1.6) 
for 0 < t1 < f, < t, , where 
q)(t) = 1’ j 21 ,2 dt. 
s(t) 
To obtain a second inequality, note that for 0 < t, < t, < t, , 
Integrating the above over S(t,) and noting that 
and 
f  / ij,u 1”) dt dx -:l 1:: [e,,(t) $- cl(t)] dt, 
we obtain 
e,(tJ -G e,,(t,) t 111 [e,,(t) L cl(t)] dt 
for 0 < t, < t, < t, . 
(1.7) 
Combining inequalities (1.6) and (1.7) and letting t, + O+, we obtain, 
after adding an appropriate nonnegative quantity to the right side, 
where 
e(h) < e(O) + ,p (I c(t)\ -t 1) e(t) dt, 0 < tz < 4, 9 (1.8) 
Inequality (1.8) implies4 that 
4) G 40) [exp 1,: (I W + 1)nt I], 0 < t, < t, , (l-9) 
4 That (1.8) implies (1.9) is a version of Gronwall’s lemma (see, e.g., p. 48-49 
of Struble [20]). 
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which is the desired result. ‘The inequalitv (1.9) clearly implies uniqueness 
for classical solutions and also gives the domain of dependence. In tbc ncrt 
section, we will see how (I .9) can he used to establish corresponding results 
for distributional solutions. 
2. THE ELEMENTARY SOLUTION FOR (1 .I)-(1.2) 
We seek the distributional solution of (1. I)-( 1.2) with 4, = 6(x). Following 
Carroll [3], we consider the formal Fourier transform of (I .l)-( 1.2) (with 
dz = 6(x)) with respect to the x variables only. Letting Z = &[R,(t)], we 
obtain, from (I .I)-( I .2), 
z?(Z) f  A“2 = 0; z- 1, i!,Z z:- 0, for t : 0, (2.1) 
where h2 -= CILyi” and y  (yi ,...,y,) is the covariable to x. For the 
moment, consider (2.1) as an ordinary differential equation for %(t; y), a 
function of t with parameters yi . The solution” of (2.1) can be obtained by 
successive approximation. Accordingly, we consider the equivalent integral 
equation 
qt; y) = 1 I- i’ [c(7) + A”] Z(7; y) K(t, T) dr 
- 0 
(2.2) 
A formal solution of (2.2) is given by 
Z(f; y) -= 1 + f  P[l], (2.3) 
whereP[l] = ~%?[X’-l[l]], I, -m 2, 3,... . Since Re(k) 2 0, 1 K(t, T)/ < t - 7 
for 0 < 7 -(i t and it follows that (2.3) converges absolutely and uniformly 
on [0, b] x D, where D is any compact set in m-dimensional complex 
space C”. The uniform convergence of (2.3) and the fact that each .xY[l] v  > I 
is a continuous function of (t, y) on [0, ZJ] x D and entire in y  for fixed t 
implies that Z(t; y) also has these properties; moreover, Z(t; y) clearly 
satisfies (2.2). It follows from (2.2) differentiated once that a,Z(t; y) is 
5 Because c(t) ELI[O, b], 2 is to satisfy the differential equation ax. on [0, b]; c.f., 
[S, Chap. 21. 
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continuous on [0, b] x D, entire in y for fixed t, and a&O, y) = 0; also, 
we have that 
A(t, , At) = [(to + nty &Z(t, + Lit; y) - t,‘ii3,Z(t, ; y)](b)-1 
(2.4) 
= -(At)-1 y+” @[C(T) + X2] Z(r; y) d7. 
Hence, in particular, 
for t, E 1 = {t E [0, b] : 1 c(t)1 < CD, h-l s:‘” 1 C(T) - c(t)J dT + 0 as h -+ 0). 
Thus, Z(t; JJ) given by (2.3) is a solution of (2.1). In summary, 
LEMMA 1. Z(t; y) given by (2.3) is a solution of (2.1) on [0, b] x D, 
where D is any compact set in Cnl. Further, Z(t; y) and a,Z(t; y) are continuous 
on [0, b] x D and for $xed t E [0, b] are entire in y. 
We will also need the following results: 
LEMMA 2. The solution Z(t; y) of (2.1) is unique and 
I z(t;y)l” < co 3 j a,qt; y)12 < c&’ f 1) 
JOY t E [0, b] and all real y  where h = / y  i and cg is independent of t and y. 
Proof. Results similar to the lemma have been proven by Carroll [3]. 
For the sake of completeness, we sketch here the proof. Note that 
Re{2(8,Z)(E”[Z] + h2Z)} = a,(; a,Z (2 + (X2 + 1) 1 Z 1”) 
f  2Re(k)t-l/ a,Z I2 + 2Re((c(t) - 1)Z Gj = 0. 
Integrating the above on 0 < to < t < t, < b and noting that Re(k) >- 0, 
we find that 
w(tl) - w(t,) ,< 2 f / c(t) - 1 I j a,Z / / Z I dt < 
to 
f  ” I c(t) - I I w(t) dt, 
- &I 
where w(t) = j a,2 I2 + (A” + 1) / Z 12. Letting to ---f O+, we obtain 
w(t) < w(O) + j-’ I C(T) - 1 / W(T) dT, O<t<b. 
0 
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This inequality implies by Gronwall’s lemma (SW footnote 4) that 
.,i 
w(t) u-‘(Ojc,, , (-1, CXp 
k 
r(r) 1 &I 
from which the lemma follows. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 indicate that, for each 1 E [0, /I], %(t; y) and i ,%(t; y) arc 
infinitely differentiable and of slow growth as functions of the real variables y  
and therefore can be considered as regular distributions in .i/’ for 
each t E [0, b] (viz., the distributions defined by JZ(t; y) $(y) u’y and 
J iitZ(t; y) 11,(y) dy, lj E .Y). 11 e denote the distribution corresponding to 
Z(f; y) by Z,(t) and the inverse Fourier transformation of Z,(t) by .F;‘[Z,,(t)]. 
THEOREM I. R,(t) -- .F-;‘[Z,(t)] E 9 fw cmh t F [0, b] is an elementuvy 
solution of (I. I )-( I 2). 
Proof. From the defining relation 
:~R,(t), d(x) =- (24 -“’ <Z,(t), F[d]: , cj t y‘, 
it follows that Z?,(t) can be differentiated with respect to the parameter t as 
many times as Z,(r) can be. Further, if Z,(t) is a distributional solution of (2.1) 
in -Y”, then I&(/) will indeed be an elementary solution of (l.l)-(1.2). To 
show that Z?,(t) has the desired properties, consider the function 
h(f) = (z,(t), 4(y),, =: !^I, Z(t; y) b(y) dy, $5 E Y. 
The derivatives of Z,(t) with respect to f  exists if and only if the corre- 
sponding derivatives of Iz(t) exist for every d, E .Y (cf., p. 53 of Carroll [4]). 
Since ?,Z(t; y) is continuous on [0, b] f  or every finite y  and of slow growth, 
it follows from the dominated convergence theorem that 
Thus a,Z,(t) exists and is equal to the regular distribution corresponding to 
li,Z(t; y) for all t E [0, b]. As we have already noted, F,[t”a,Z(t; y)] exists and 
is given bv (2.5) for all finitey and t E I. Further, because Z(t; y) is continuous 
and uniformly bounded (c.f. Lemma 2), it follows from (2.4) that 
I 4t” ? 4 < c,P -:- cS for t, t I, At E [-to , b - t,,], and all real y  where 
c1 and ca are independent of At and y. The dominated convergence theorem 
then implies that for t E Z and all 4 E ,Y 
[t%‘(t)]’ = -9 J-m 
-~- 
[c(t) + X2] Z(t; y) $b(y) dy. 
-m 
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Thus StZy(t) exists a.e. on [0, b] and, for t ~1, Z,(t) satisfies (2.5) in .Y’. 
Hence Z,(t) is a distributional solution of (2.1) thus proving the theorem. 
Suppose that T,(t) E 9’ is a distributional solution of (1.1).-(1.2) and 
consider the function 
defined on the strip S. The partial derivatives of u through second order 
exist on S with the exception of %,% which for almost all t E [0, h] exists 
for all X. To show that u(x. t) is continuous on S, note that 
u(x $ Ax, t + Qt) - u(a, t) == iT,(t), op -- (QT,, , JJ(y + x f  A,-+, 
where AT, := T+,(t + At) - T,(t) and A# = #(y + s -+ Ax) - #(y -;- .x). 
The first term on the right side of the above converges to zero since A$ - 0 
in G@ as dx ---f 0. The second term converges to zero since d T,, -+ 0 as 
Qt + 0 in 9’ and the functions (of y) +(y I- s f  Ax) with parameters 
x + AX form a bounded set in Y for I Ax / < E (c.f. pp. 28-36 of Carroll [4]). 
The same reasoning can be used to show that the partial derivatives of u 
through the second order are continuous on S (with the exception of atu). 
Because T,(t) is a distributional solution of (l.l)-(1.2), it can be directly 
verified that u(x, t) satisfies (1.1) with u(x, 0) = (4, , $(y -- x)>, 8+(x, 0) = 0; 
hence, u(x, t) is a classical solution of (1 .l)-(1.2) with $JJ replaced by the 
infinitely differentiable function (#, , #(y + x)>. This observation can be 
used to prove the following: 
THEOREM 2. The elementary solution of (1. I)-( I .2), R,(t), is unique in 9’; 
furthermore, R,(t) and a,R,(t) have support contained in the sphere C,” xi2 < t’. 
The solution of ( 1 . 1 )-( 1.2) rcith & E 9’ is unique in 9’ and is given by R,(t) * $,? , 
Proof. Let T,(t) be the difference between any two elementary solutions 
of (l.l)-(1.2). T,(t) is th en a distributional solution of (I. 1) with TX(O) = 
ZtTz(0) = 0 and the function u(x, t) defined by (2.6) is a classical solution 
of (1.1) with u(x, 0) T= a*u(x, 0) = 0. It follows from (1.9) that U(X, t) = 0 
on FP x [0, b]. Since this is true for every 4 E G?‘, T,(t) = 0 for t E [0, b] 
which implies the uniqueness of R,(t). Consider now u(x, t) defined by (2.6) 
with T,(t) = R,(t) and # any element of 9 which is supported in / x / > t. 
Then u(x, t) is a classical solution of (1 .l) with u(x, 0) = a&x, 0) = 0 for 
/ x 1 < t. But then (1.9) implies that ~(0, t) = 0 and %+(O, t) == 0 or, what 
is the same thing, (R,(t), #(y)) = (&R,(t), #(y):i = 0 for all $ E g sup- 
ported in 1 x / > t. Thus, R,(t) and ZtRz(t) are concentrated on 1 x ; < t. 
Since R,(t) has bounded support, R,(t) *$X is defined for 6, E 9’ and, as 
can be directly verified, is a distributional solution of (1 . 1)-( 1.2). Uniqueness 
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of this solution follows by a repetition of the uniqueness argument for 
R,(t) which completes the proof. 
In the following discussion, it will be convenient to denote the elementary 
solution of (l.l)-(1.2) with m “space” variables .I by R,li(t). Our aim is 
to show that R,“‘(t) for any m can be expressed in terms of R,l(t), the 
elementary solution for one “space” variable. In particular, we have 
where the function @(x, p) is de$ned on Rn’ x R by 
(2.7) 
r(m;2) @(x, p) = 
m eaelz 
.foy p 3 0 and @(x, p) = @(x, -p) for p < 0 and A&(x, p) is the spherical 
mean of $ with radius p and center s; i.e., 
Remark. Theorem 3 also holds in the case nz -: 1 when &,(x, p) := 
MT + PI + acy - P)l,i2. 
Proof. The function @(x, p) is recognized as the solution “even in p” 
of the ordinary wave equation (a,a - A,,) @(x, p) -= 0 for (x, p) E R” x R 
subject to the initial conditions @(x, 0) = 4(x) and ijO@(x, 0) = 0 (see, e.g., 
Eqs. (13).-( 15), p. 703 of Courant [6]). Since 4 E 9, @(x, p) E C” on R” x R. 
In particular, @(O, p) E (I” on R and thus the right side of (2.7) has meaning 
(since R,.l(t) has bounded support). Consider now the function 
c(x, t) = (R,.‘(t), @(.z, Y), 
defined on R” x [0, b]. The theorem will be proven if we can show that 
v(x, t) is a classical solution of (1. I)-( 1.2) with +L replaced by +(x). Indeed 
since (Rvm(t), +(y + x)) is also such a solution, uniqueness would then 
imply that v(x, t) = (R,“l(t), $(y + N)) f  or all x and in particular for x z 0. 
We note that a(x, t) has the required regularity and further 
E”‘[v] = (E”[R,l(t)], @(x, Y)) = <&“[Rr’(t)], @(x, Y)) 
= <R,‘(t), a,zI@(~ r)l> = (R,‘(t), &t@b, r)) = 4&l. 
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Also, 
Thus v(x, t) is a classical solution of (1. l)-( 1.2) which proves the theorem. 
Theorem 3 indicates that only spherical means of the test functions enter 
in the value of (R,“(t), C(X)). Th’ is o servation will be of importance in the b 
analysis of Huygens’ principle for (1 .l))( 1.2) (Section 3). Note also that since 
@(O, Y) is an even function of Y, (2.7) indicates that ii,“(t) is an even distribu- 
tion for each t E [0, b]. This of course could also be established directly 
from (l.l)-(1.2) with & = S(X). 
To conclude this section, we wish to obtain information concerning the 
order of the distribution Q’“‘(t). Information along these lines can be obtained 
from the asymptotic behavior of Z(t; y) N 9z[Rz’m(t)] for large values of / y  I. 
We, therefore, again consider (2.1) as an ordinary differential equation in t 
with real parameters yi . We seek an asymptotic solution of (2.1) as ) y  ) - cc 
which is uniformly valid for t E [0, 01. Such an asymptotic solution is com- 
plicated by the fact that a coefficient in the operator J!?“: has a singularity 
at t = 0 (referred to as a transition point by Olver [17]). Olver [17] has 
given asymptotic solutions for equations of the type (2.1); however, since 
he is concerned with expansions with a large number of terms he must put 
considerable regularity restrictions on the coefficient c(t) and, in addition, 
requires that c(t) be even in t (the so-called admissible case in [17]). If, 
however, we require only the first term in such an expansion, useful results 
can be obtained without any additional restrictions on c(t); in particular, 
we have the following: 
LEMMA 3. The solution of (2.1) fey t E [0, b] and y  E Rfn can be witten 
in the fom 
qt; Y> = 2YqJ + 1) s-““L(S) + W(t; y) 
where<-iyjt,v=(k-1)/2and 
(2.8) 
/ W(c Y)I e , 3 (1 + 5v1+r’z)-r I“ / C(T)] d7, vI = Re(v) 
0 
,for t E [0, b] and ~ y  / > A, . The positke numbers A, and Do aye independent 
oft and y. 
Note that the first term in (2.8) is the Fourier transform of the elementary 
solution for the singular Cauchy problem for the EPD equation which is 
explicitly known (c.f., Carroll [2]). Thus Lemma 3 indicates that R,“l(t) can be 
represented as a sum of the elementary solution for the EPD problem plus a 
505/10/2-4 
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remainder S;“[W]. Further, Lemma 3 indicates that for Re(k) ;- 2(m ~-- I), 
F;‘[WJ is a continuous function of x for each I (0, b]. 
Proof of Lemma 3. The change of variables [ : J’ t, Z(r; ~8) _= < i’c~(<; -v) 
transforms (2.1) into 
q+,7, + p&w + [I - .q-2 .J- 4’ 1-2 (-(<‘I y j)]w :I 0 (2.9) 
which is to be considered on the interval 0 .._ < y  i b for Re(v) > -‘- 1,2 
(i.e., Re(k) 3 0). A n approximating equation to (2.9) for large v-alues of / y  1 
is Bessel’s equation of order v  (i.e., (2.9) with c(f) 0) which has independent 
solutions J”(l) and Y,(t) (cf., p. 76, Watson [21]). Except for a multiplicative 
constant the function J”(t) has the behavior as [ --> 0 corresponding to the 
initial conditions on Z(t; y) (cf., p. 40 of [21]). Hence we seek a solution 
of (2.9) which has behavior similar to JV(?J near 1: z-7 0. Such a solution 
if it exists satisfies the integral equation 
w(C; Y) = J”(5) -t I y  IF2 ,I c(,,:I y  I) w(7; y) Kg-, T) c&r 
= J”(5) + -x[wl, 
(2.10) 
where 
--Kg, T> = J&J Y”(T) - J”(T) Y”(5) J”‘(T) Y”(4 - Jv(4 Y”‘(4 = 7 [J”(5) Y”(d - J”(4 Y”(i>l. 
It can be verified directly that if w([; y) is a continuous solution of (2.10) 
on (0, / y  / b] with the behavior ~(5; y) -O(e) as 4 + 0, then ~(5; y) also 
satisfies (2.9) (in the sense of footnote 5). A formal solution of (2.10) for 
sufficiently large values of 1 y  j is obtained by successive approximation in 
the form 
where X’“[JJ = X[X”-r[jJ], n > 2. 
To show the convergence of (2.1 I), we use the following estimates 
(1 + pl’2 ) x-“’ I L(x)1 < B, (1 + X”l+i’a)--1 x”‘+r / Y”(X)1 < B (2.12) 
valid for x > 0 and Re(v) -= vi i& -l/2 where B depends only on Y. These 
estimates can be verified using the known behavior of /Jx) and Y,(x) in the 
limits x - 0 and co (see, e.g., pp. 40, 62, 64, 199 of [21]). Using (2.12) 
we have, after some manipulation, 
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wheref(t; V) = ~(1 + tL’+l/z)-l. Since #f( T; vl) is a nondecreasing function 
on [0, <] for y1 > -l/2, it follows that 
/ K(S, T)I < nB”Ef(5; %)/f(G 4, O<T<t;. (2.13) 
The estimates (2.12) and (2.13) imply that 
I .qJJI < fJf(5; 3)X x = 7r(B/l y  I)” j’ 1 C(Tjj y  I)/ dT. 
0 
By induction, we obtain i GT”[J~]I < Bf(<; vl)Xn, n = 1, 2, 3,... . Thus 
(2.11) is majorized by Bf(<; vl) r:,” XV”. Since we can find a number ho > 0 
such that X < l/2 for j y  ) > ho , it follows that (2.11) converges absolutely 
and uniformly on every interval [S, [ y  j 61, 6 > 0 for I y  I > ho ; further, 
from (2.11) we have that 
I w - 1” I .-s 2W(L 1'd-T t E (0, 4, I y I > x0 . 
The uniform convergence and the above estimate imply that zu(<; y) given 
by (2.11) is a continuous solution of (2.10) on (0, 1 y  j b] with behavior 
~(4; y) N O(5y) as < --f 0 and, therefore, is a solution of (2.9). To complete 
the proof, note that the solution of (2.1) is given by 
qc y) = 2”qv + 1) 5wJ(5; y) for tE[O,b], lyl >A,. 
3. HUYGENS' PRINCIPLE FOR (l.l)-(1.2) 
We have seen in the previous section that the classical solution of (1 . l)-( 1.2) 
with q& replaced by b(x) E C” is given by (Rym(t), 4(x + y)). This solution 
is of pure wave type if and only if the distribution Rzm(t) is concentrated 
on the spherical surface 1 x / = t for each t E (0, b]. This modivates the 
following: 
DEFINITION. The singular Cauchy problem (l.l)-( 1.2) is said to have 
Huygens’ principle (abbreviated &v,lk E H,,,) if and only if the elementary 
solution of (1 .I)-(1.2) is concentrated on / x ( = t for each t E (0, b]. 
Note that Huygens’ principle in the above sense is a property of the 
operator &m’,“; however, it refers only to the particular problem (1 .l)-(1.2). 
Our objective in this section is to investigate the structure of the elementary 
solution Ii,“(t) for operators G$,~“,” E H,,, . Before proceeding, we make some 
remarks concerning notation. For m > 1, we will on occasion introduce 
polar spherical coordinates in R *a. We will denote the radius / x j by p and 
the m - 1 angular variables by % = (%, ,..., %,-,). Any function defined on 
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a region of R”’ not containing the origin can be considered as a function 
of the variables (p, 6); 6 will d enote the function 4 expressed in the variables 
(p, 0); i.e., f+(X) = f&p, 0). It will be convenient to express our results in 
terms of the distributions Scv)(i s Ia - t’), v  ~z 0, I ,.., defined for t ’ 0 I)!- 
(c.f., p. 231 of [lo]) 
where Qn,, is the surface of the unit sphere in R”“. For m z I, we use 
W(I x 12 - 1”) = 21fr (&iJ [S(x - t) $ S(x -+ t)], (3.1’) 
where 6 is the usual one-dimensional delta distribution. The distributions 
S(‘)(i x I* - t”) arc concentrated on 1 h: ( --~ t. 
We now prove a preliminary result. 
LEMMA 4. If &” E I~,~,,, , then fey each fixed t E (0, b] the elementary 
solution of (I. I)-( 1.2) is given by a jinite sum of the form 
R3cvL(t) = C a$@)(! x i2 - t’) 
I,>0 
where the coeficients a, are independent of x. 
Proof. Consider first m = 1. For fixed t E (0, b], the hypothesis implies 
that I&l(t) is supported at x = t and x = --t; moreover, Theorem 3 
indicates that &l(t) is an even distribution. Hence &r(t) must be represented 
by a finite sum of the form 
&l(t) = c b,[W’(x - t) f  (--l)” W(x + t)], 
“20 
where the 6, are independent of s. But the [G’)(x - t) + (- l)v S(“)(X + t)] 
are in turn expressible as finite linear combinations of Scu)(/ x I2 - t2) 
p = o,..., v  with coefficients independent of x which proves the lemma for 
m = 1. 
For m > 1, the proof is different. Again consider a fixed t E (0, 61. We use 
the fact that since R,“(t) is supported on i x / := t, there exists a finite 
positive integer N such that (I?,Pl(t), #(x)> = 0 for all $ E C” such that $ 
and all its partial derivatives of order <iN v-anish on / x ) = t. Consider 
novv any 4(x) E C” and the function 
QS~*(X) = 4~x1 - 74 x I) f  w-1 (1 x 12 - w 1 x 1mu4 (t > 01, (3.2) 
LL=O 
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where 
and 7t(~) is any infinitely differentiable function on R such that 7J7) = 0 
for 7 < 0 and 7*(~) = 1 for 7 ;: t. Clearly, $N*(~v) E C’; moreover, on 
p zzz t (p--‘a,)lA [&*$y z 0 for p = 0, l,..., A’. It follows then that (bX*(x) 
and all its partial derivatives of order :;;iY vanish on I s =; t. Hence, 
(R,n’(~), &*(a~)) = 0 and from (3.2) we have that 
(R,“(t), 4(x)) = f (p!)-l(R,“(t), ~(1 x ,)(I x ,2 - t2)u j x ~2-)‘r &(x);>. (3.3) 
u=O 
Note that $U is independent of p; hence, Theorem 3 and (3.1) indicate that 
(p!)-l(R,"'(t), 7j,(, x i)(l x ? - t2)u / x i2-5$,(x)\ 
= U,(t)<S(L”‘(i X I2 - t”), +(X)), (3.4) 
where 
qL(t) = (R,1(f), Xu(G I)\. (3.5) 
In the above, ~~(7; t) is defined for 7 > 0 by 
m odd 
m even 
and x,(7; t) = ~~(-7; t) for T < 0. The quantities a,(t) are well defined. 
Indeed, they are clearly independent of 4 E C”. Also, they are independent 
of the particular choice of lit(r) since the left side of (3.4) is independent 
of 7t(~) (subject to the indicated conditions). Substitution of (3.4) into (3.3) 
gives the required result thus proving the lemma. 
Remark. Although in the proof of Lemma 3 t is held fixed, (3.5) gives a 
representation of a, (CL = O,..., N) as a function of t (which also holds for 
m = 1). Since R,l(t) has second derivatives with respect to the parameter t 
a.e. on [0, b], (3.5) indicates that the a,(t) are twice differentiable a.e. on (0, b]. 
To prove this assertion, consider any to E (0, b] at which ?&i(t) exists. 
Without changing the value of a,(t) for t E [to/2, b], we may take 7t(7) in (3.5) 
such that 7t(~) = 0 for 7 < 0 and 7t(~) = 1 for T 3 to/2 (i.e., independent 
of t on [to/2, b]). Then ~~(7; t) E C” on R x [to/2, b]. Also, since RT*(t) is 
supported on 1 7 1 << t < b, a&(t) is unchanged if we replace x,(T; t) by 
jj(~, t) =- T)(T) x,(T; t), where ~(7) :: 2 v-ith I!(T) I f!ll, T /I. ‘1‘1lC!l (3.5) 
indicates that 
(3.6) 
where 02 -= );‘(T, t, -i- At) - g(~, t,,) and AR,’ RT1(t, +- At) - R,*(t,J. 
Since AR71jAt - Z,R,l(t,) in %’ as At -+ 0 and A,/At - i@(~, to) in 9 as 
At + 0, the first two terms on the right side of (3.6) converge as At --+ 0. 
Because AR,1 + 0 in 9’ as At -4 0, ;AR,l, lj1(7)/, -+ 0 uniformly for all # in a 
bounded set of 9 (cf., pp. 28-36 of Carroll [4]). But the set {AJQ’A~ : At .< t,,‘2} 
is bounded in 9; hence, the last term on the right side of (3.6) converges 
to zero as At -* 0 and thus a,‘(t,,) exists. The same reasoning can be applied 
to show that a:(t) exists a.e. on (0, b]. 
We now prove our principle result. 
THEOREM 4. A necessary and sufficient condition for gnlk E I-r,,,) is that 
(i) m -~ k = 2N + 1, N a nonnegative integer; 
(ii) The singular Cauchy problem associated with gvn,” admits an elementary 
solution of the fawn 
R,“(t) = (-l)#n (3.7) 
where a,, = I and the a, satisfy 
and 
4(ta,,’ + vu,) = E2-k[a,-,] (v = l)...) .I’ ; f  iv > O), 
IPk[a,] = 0. 
(3.8) 
Proof. Condition (i)-(ii) is clearly sufficient for G?~~” E H,,, . To show 
necessity, note that, if gm’,” E H,,, , Lemma 4 indicates that for each fixed 
t E (0, b] the elementary solution is given by 
R,“(t) = f llpy x 12 - t2). (3.9) 
LL=” 
Here without any loss of generality the nonnegative integer N is chosen 
so that b, # 0. At this point, however, N may depend on t. Consider now 
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the Fourier transform of R,“‘(t) with respect to the x variables only. By 
direct computation, we have that (c.f., [lo, pp. 196-1991) 
where 5 = ) y ! t and (s, y) == C xjyj . Also, for v -= 1, 2 ,... 
The latter relation can be obtained from the former by use of 
and the relation 
(3.10) 
(c.f., p. 46 Watson [21]) valid for any (Y. We then have, from (3.9), 
Z(t; Y> = ePG”(~>l = QP7w2 g 4A--4)“QA5, I y I), (3.11) 
LL=O 
where Qu(l, / y 1) = / y j2u-nt-t25k(m-Z)-~ J+o,+a,-U([). Note that the quantities 
6, are independent of y; hence, still holding t fixed, let j y 1 -+ co in the 
above. From the asymptotic behavior of J”(c) as 5 -+ co (see, p. 199 of [21]), 
we find that the leading term in (3.11) is the one with p = N, i.e., as 
/ y I - 00 (t fixed), 
Because b, # 0, a comparison of the above with Lemma 3 yields N = 
(m - k - 1)/2 or m - k = 2N + 1 and b, = (-l)“r-m/ar[(k + 1)/2]tl-k. 
Letting b, = bNaN, (p =I 0, l,..., N) in (3.9) and rearranging the terms, 
we obtain (3.7) with a, = 1. 
Since Z(t; y) given by (3.11) is the solution of (2.1) and the b, are suffi- 
ciently differentiable with respect to t, we may substitute (3.11) directly 
into (2.1). After some manipulation using (3.10) and the fact that 
the result is 
w -t (3 - m + &Pt + t I Y 121Qu = 0, 
0 = f ($E”[b,]Q, - [2tb,’ + (k - 3 + m - WUQ,+3. 
0 
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Because the above must hold for -KZ < [ -‘. :r and b,t”-i const, it 
follows that 
2tb,’ + (k - 3 + m - 2p)b, :; ~fik[b,+,] (p 0, I,..., N - 1 if l\- I ()), 
and 
E”‘[b,,] = 0. 
The substitutions 6, == bh’ahTdu , p = N - v  transform the above into (3.8). 
The theorem is therefore proven. 
Remark 1. Observe that (3.8) not only specifies a, ,..., aN but also 
the coefficient c(t). In the proof of Theorem 4, we have in effect shown 
that if a, ,..., ah- and c(t) satisfy (3.8) then RzrTi(t) given by (3.7) satisfies 
cT~~~[R~“‘(~)] = 0 in 9’ for t E (0, b] when j(rn - k - 1) =- N. However, 
R,“(t) may not be the elementary solution for (1. I)-( 1.2) since the conditions 
R,,m(0) = S(x), 8tR,rrt(0) =: 0 may not be satisfied. 
Remark 2. Suppose E” is a fixed operator and further it is known that 
for some value of m, say m, , i? - d,,0 E H,,, . Then it follows from 
Theorem 4 that E’; - A,,,“~? pn t N,,,, for any positive integer n. Indeed, since 
?I - k is an odd positive integer, so is llza + 2n -- k; thus (i) is satisfied. 
,41so, there must exist a,(t; k) v  m: 1 ,..., i(m,, -- k -- 1) which satisfy (3.8) 
such that (3.7) gives the elementary solution for G,:, Put a,(t; k) = 0 for 
v  : i(nzO - k + I),..., i(m,, - li - 1) $ n, then (3.8; is still satisfied and it 
can be directly verified that (3.7) gives the elementary solution of cY’~?~+~~ ; 
hence, (ii) is satisfied. 
4. EXAMPLES 
Theorem 4 can be used, at least in principle, to find operators &,“’ E N,,, 
(the only unknown being the coefficient c(t) in Eh). As indicated in Remark 1, 
we must solve (3.8) for a, ,..., a,%, and c(l) and then check to see that R,“(t) 
given by (3.7) satisfies the conditions RCr’l(0) = 6(x), i-,R,p(O) =- 0. This 
procedure, however, is in general complicated since (3.8) in effect gives 
c(t) in terms of a nonlinear differential equation of high order. No attempt 
will be made here to solve (3.8) in general; however, to illustrate the procc- 
durc, we give here some simple examples. 
To begin with, suppose we seek c(t) such that R,.“‘(t) given by (3.7) has 
precisely one term; i.e., n, =m 0, v  I, 2,... . From (3.8) it follows that 
EA(a,) L c(t) = 0. Thus, the EPD operators are the only ones of the type &” 
that can have an elementary solution given by (3.7) with only one term. 
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Theorem 4, indicates that the EPD operators belong to H,,, if and only if 
m - k is an odd positive integer (this is Weinstein’s criteria [22]); moreover, 
the EPD operators are the only operators of the form GY,~~” with Huygens’ 
property for m - k = 1. 
Suppose now we seek c(t) such that Rp(t) given by (3.7) has no more than 
two terms; i.e., a, = 0, v  = 2, 3 ,... . From (3.8) it follows that tlzi’ f  a, == 
E2-JL[a,] = c(t) or c(t) = (fai)’ and 
E2-7c[a,] = u; + (2 - k) tr’a, + c(t)a, = 0. 
Eliminating c(t) from the latter equation, we obtain the nonlinear equation 
u; + (2 - k) t-la, + (tu,’ $ u,)u, = trytu, + (1 - k)a, + (tZ,2)u,2] == 0 
or 
tu,’ + (1 - k)u, + (t2/2)a? = a0 , (4.1) 
where so is any constant. The change of variable a, = (2/t)(w’/w) transforms 
(4.1) into 
con - (k/t)w’ - (o(o/2)w = 0. (4.2) 
In terms of the solutions of (4.2), a, =- (2/t)(log w)’ and c(t) := 2(log w)“. 
The solutions of (4.2) with 01~ = 0 are w = CL + /Wrl (K 3 0), where 01 
and /3 are arbitrary and may depend on k. In order that the resulting a, 
is such that (3.7) satisfies the required initial conditions, 01 # 0 and further 
for K = 0 we must put /3 = 0. The solutions of (4.2) with a,, # 0 are given 
by w = exp(--7/2)F(--k;‘2; --R; T), 7 = 1/Gt, where F(y, ; y2. ; t) is any 
solution of Kummer’s confluent hypergeometric equation 
tF” + (yz - t)F’ + ylF = 0. (4.3) 
From the behavior of the solutions of (4.3) as t --f 0 (see; e.g., Chapter VI 
of [7]) it follows that in order for the resulting a, to be such that (3.7) satisfies 
the required initial conditions we must take solutions of (4.3) given by 
F = alF1(-k/2; -k; T) + ,h’F,(-k/2; -k; T), where F* is any solution of 
(4.3) independent of ,F, , a: + 0, and /3 = 0 when k = 0. In summary, 
up to transformations which leave Huygens’ principle invariant, the only 
operators &,‘; with fundamental solution given by (3.7) with no more than 
two terms are those with c(t) = 2(log w)” where 
or 
w = 1, w = 1 + t”+l (k > 01, (4.4) 
w = $,(-k/2; -k; t) + flF.J-k/2; -k; t) (/3 = 0 if k = 0) 
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(I;,(y, ; yz ; t) being any solution of (4.3) independent of ,Ft(y, ; yz ; t)). 11~. 
Theorem 4, these operatot-s arc in ZI,s,.,, if VI -~ i: 3, 5,... and arc the onI\- 
operators of the form &‘( in Ii,~<.,, when vz /I 3. 
Observe that Theorem 4 and the above examples indicate that Huygens’ 
principle for (I .I)-( I .2) can exist when FIZ is even; whereas, for proper 
Cauchy problems there can be no Huygens’ principle for 1~1 even (cf., p. 177 
of [12]). This has also been observed in connection with singular C’auchy 
problems for the EPII Eq. [22] and equations considered by Fox [9]. ITot- 
m odd, the operators CnlL corresponding to (4.4) with p = 0 have been 
related to certain sequences of Huygens’ operators J$ found by Lagnese 
and Stcllmacher [ 151 (see, Solomon [19]). 
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